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SPREAD BIRTHDAY LOVE WITH BIRTHDAY PRESENCE, INC. 

Greetings Future Birthday Presence Buddies 

Welcome to Birthday Presence, Inc. 

 

Birthday Presence, Inc. acknowledges that death causes the physical absence of a 

parent or legal guardian. We also believe that death leaves a spiritual presence through the 

memories of that special loved one. The purpose of Birthday Presence, Inc. is to provide a 

birthday present for children, ages 5-12, whose parent or legal guardian is deceased.  

Birthday Presence, Inc. hopes to bring joy to a child that receives a present on his/her 

birthday. Although the moment is short term, we hope it can create a long term memory that 

Birthday Presence, Inc. cares about them.  

We would like your support for such a great cause. Thank you very much in advance 

for your compassionate contribution. Each child that receives a gift will be known as a 

“Birthday Presence Pal.” All donors will be known as a “Birthday Presence Buddy.” Your 

donation will go towards a birthday gift for a “Birthday Presence Pal.” 

 
 
 

“ When we give cheerfully and accept gratefully, everyone is blessed.” 
- Maya Angelou 
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Here are the ways you can make a donation: 

1. Gift Card 
2. Tickets/Passes 
3. Gift Items (toys, electronics, board games, etc.) 
4. Cash 

a. $150.00 BENEFICENT BIRTHDAY PRESENCE BUDDY 
b. $100.00 BLISSFUL BIRTHDAY PRESENCE BUDDY 
c. $50.00  BIG-HEARTED BIRTHDAY PRESENCE BUDDY 
d. $25.00  BOUNTIFUL BIRTHDAY PRESENCE BUDDY 
e. $_____ BELOVED BIRTHDAY PRESENCE  BUDDY 

5. Check: Please make checks payable to BIRTHDAY PRESENCE, INC. 
 

Birthday Love 
Birthday Hope 

Birthday Joy 
Birthday Care 

Birthday Compassion 
 

Birthday Presence, Inc.  
 

Birthday Presence, Inc is a nonprofit 501 (c)(3) charitable organization. Your donations are tax 
deductible. 

 
“That person who helps others simply because it should or must be done, and because it is the right 

thing to do, is indeed without a doubt, a real superhero.” 
-Stan Lee 
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